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1 
In [7], Parrott found the necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
completion of a 2 x 2 operator valued matrix to a contraction; a 
description of all possible solutions was soon afterwards given in [ 1, 33. 
Parrott’s theorem can be used as a basic lemma in many results in dilation 
and interpolation theory and related topics. Also, recently, Foias and 
Tannenbaum [S] have proved a strengthened version, which they called 
the “strong Parrott’s theorem”, and which has been subsequently applied in 
[6] to a variety of particular cases. 
On the other hand, since it is well known that TE U(&, .Z) is a 
contraction if and only if 
is positive, Parrott’s theorem may be viewed as a particular case of a 
completion problem for positive matrices, for which an extensive literature 
exists. The main purpose of this note is to show that the strong Parrott’s 
theorem may also be solved as a completion problem for a positive matrix. 
We will provide thus an alternative proof, which connects different aspects 
of completion theory. 
2 
Let z, i= 1, . . . . n, be Hilbert spaces, and S, E Y(3, x), i. j = 1, . . . . n. 
Suppose S= (S,,) is a positive (operator-valued) matrix. It is well known 
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(see, for instance, [S]), that there exists a Hilbert space X = X(S) and 
operators T,E.~‘($, X‘) such that S,;= T,*T,. [X.; T,) is then called the 
representing space of S. 
We will use a simple completion result, namely the case in which only 
one entry of the matrix is unknown ([2.4]; we take the form given in [S]). 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose (S, 1 is given except for S, ,“. The necessary’ and 
sufficient condition ,for the existence qf’ a positke completion of S is that the 
two matrices S’ = (S,, ),, , + ,I~ and S” = is,,), ;+ ,n should he positire definite. In 
this case all completions are parametrized hJ*‘;he contractions 
I-: x-(S’) 0 X(S”) -no 0 X(&I, 
dlere Sn = i Sli 1,. ,+ 1o crtllll,, . 
The following well known result will be used several times. 
LEMMA 1. We haL>e 11 f 11 d 1 lf and on/J? if 
(1) 
I r 
( > I-* I 
3 0. 
We set up now a notation that will remain fixed for the rest of the paper. 
X, 2;) Hz, XI, X2 will be Hilbert spaces, while for i, .j = 1, 2 we will have 
S, E ~7( q, &), Y, E sP( X, &), and Zi E U( IF, A’J 
We can now state the problems we will consider. 
PROBLEM I. Given S,,, S?, , S,:, find S,, such that 
PROBLEM 2. In the context of Problem 1, \tle are also gitlen Y,. Yz, 
Z, , Z2, such that 
Y: Y, + Yz* Yz = z:z, + z:z,. 
Find solutions qf Problem 1 subjected to the supplementar?? condition 
(2) 
We include, for completeness. a proof along this line of Parrott’s 
theorem. 
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THEOREM 1 (Parrott [7] ). Problem 1 has a solution if and onI)- if 
Pro@ By Lemma 1, the solutions of Problem 1 coincide with the 
solutions of the completion problem for the positive matrix 
I 0 ? 3, 
0 I S& s,*, 
so=, s 
i. ‘I I2 
I()’ 
s 21 s22 0 I 
(3) 
Proposition 1 then implies that the last problem is solvable if and only 
if the matrices 
are positive. Applying again Lemma 1 yields the desired result. 
3 
We proceed now to the proof of the strong Parrott’s theorem, that is, the 
solution of Problem 2. 
LEMMA 2. With the notation of Problem 2, let A = Y: Y, + YF Y, = 
ZTZ, + Z:Z,. The .following are equivalent: 
(i) S,, is a solution of Problem 2; 
(ii) s,, is a solution of the completion problem for the positive matrix 
Proof: Suppose first S,, is a solution to Problem 2. In particular, S,, is 
a solution to Problem 1. Let (X, C’,, I-‘,, W, , Wz ) be a representing space 
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for the matrix S, in formula (3) completed with S,; ; that is, S, = WFV,. 
Define V, W: # +X by the formulas 
v= v, Y, + v* Y,, w= w,z, + w,z*. 
Since S,, is a solution of Problem 2, it follows that 
whence 
But, since U’,? U’- = 6 ..I .I 1, ’ 
(W, W,) W:: ( > W,* = P, 
where 
is the orthogonal projection. Thus, formula (4) states that PC’= W. 
On the other hand, I( k’/z11* = II W/zI( * = (Ak, h) for any h E &; therefore, 
I/= W. It is now easy to check that {X; V, V,, Vz, W,, W2)- is a 
representing space for S, whence S,, is a solution of the completion 
problem. 
Conversely, suppose S,, is a solution of the completion problem, and 
that the representing space of the completed matrix is (X; k’, V,, k’?, 
W,, W, ). We already know that S,, is a solution to Problem 1; we still 
have to prove relation (2). Let Q: X + V, & @ VzH2 be the orthogonal 
projection. We have 
A = Y;cY, + Y;Y,= V*V, V:V+ V*V2V~V= V*QV. 
But we also know that A = V* V. Thus, II Vhll = (1 Q Vh/I for any h E .H, 
whence V.Y c V, & @ V,H?. Therefore 
which is equivalent to relation (2). 
As a consequence, we can prove the main result of [S] (strong Parrott’s 
theorem ). 
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THEOREM 2. Problem 2 can be solved !f and only if 
S,,Y,+.s~~Y~=z~ (5) 
and 
ST?Z, + S&Z~ = Y2. (6) 
Proof Let A = YTY, + Y,* Y,. By Lemma 2 and Proposition 1, 
Problem 2 can be solved if and only if the two operator matrices 
and 
are positive. 
Suppose S’ is positive, and {X; V, VI, W, , W’? 1 is a representing space. 
Since ZTZ, + ZZZ, = A, it follows that C’%’ c W’, ST, 0 W,X,. Let P be as 
in the proof of Lemma 2, and suppose P,: I‘ + V,X? is the orthogonal 
projection. Then Pz V= P, PV, or, equivalently, 
By definition of the representing space, the last relation is equivalent to (6). 
Conversely, if (6) is true, then let (X; Vz. A’, , W, ) be a representing 
space for the 3 x 3 matrix in the lower right corner of S’, and define 
V: H + X by V= W, Z, + WzZ,. It is immediate then to check, using (6 ), 
that (X; V, Vz, W,, W ’ ?, IS a representing space for S’, which is therefore 
positive. The equivalence of (5) and the positivity of S” is similarly proved. 
4 
Final Remark. Using the second part of Proposition 1, it can be seen 
that in both Theorems 1 and 2 the solution S,, can be parametrized by the 
set of contractions 
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where 9 and 9” are Hilbert spaces given by formula (1). B and G??’ can 
actually be identified with defect spaces, as has been done in [ 1, 31 for 
Problem 1. For Problem 2, this fact was noticed in [S]. In our approach, 
the exact formulas can easily be obtained by using Proposition 1 of [S]. 
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